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Built to Fit Your Life.

Have Your Dreams
Become Reality

32' x 64' x 16'

Imagine having that perfect building you’ve always
dreamed of! It is a great place to spend an afternoon
indulged in your favorite hobby, gather with friends
and family or secure your boat or RV.
For over 50 years the family at Borkholder Buildings
has been making your dreams a reality. We provide
you with what is needed to accomplish those
dreams. From the start, we consider each detail while
designing your structure and how it will be used. It’s
more than just a building…it’s a Lifestyle.
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B O R K H O L D E R

“I am a very, proud owner of a very, wellconstructed Borkholder Building. After several
months of visiting several competitiors, I chose
Borkholder because of the quality and how it
was designed for my needs. I highly recommend
this building company for your needs.”

36' x 40' x 14'

- Russell Nixon
Kennerdell, PA

30' x 40' x 10'
30' x 52' x 10'

Visual features such as
specialty wainscoting can
be added to enhance the
overall appearance.
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40' x 48' x 12'

The Ultimate
in Performance
Our primary criterion, as we design your building,
is dependability.
24' x 23' x 8' / 40' x 80' x 16'

Using high quality materials and manufacturing our
own components allows us to control the quality
of your building. This results in the highest level of

performance and longevity.

The Borkholder brand is recognized for its

durability and is a leader in its class of pre-

engineered buildings. We are nationally recognized
and acclaimed for our in-house engineering which
allows us to provide you with creative solutions to
complex challenges as well as leading the industry
40' x 48' x 12'
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in energy

efficiency.

Designing for energy efficiency
is very important when finishing
the interior of your building.
64' x 72' x 12'

Building Schematic
Design Elements of a Borkholder Building
1. PREFABRICATED TRUSS
2. BUILDING STUB POST
3. TRUSS SUPPORTS
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4. CONTINUOUS
LATERAL BRACING
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5. SIDEWALL COLUMNS
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6. FASCIA BOARD
7. PURLINS
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8. EXTERIOR GIRTS
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9. DOOR COLUMN
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10. DOOR HEADER
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11. SKIRT BOARD
12. WIND BRACING

16. DOOR JAM

13. VERTICAL SWAY BRACE

17. DOOR HEADER

14. DOOR STUB POST

18. GABLE GIRTS

15. ENDWALL COLUMNS

19. CORNER BRACES
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Unmatched Quality
and Value

36' x 64' x 12'

The Borkholder reputation has been built on

consistent performance, integrated with
strength and quality for over 50 years. Because of
our expert staff and our Dealer Representatives we
have the ability to serve you better. Listening to your
needs and creating a streamline building process, a
Adding exterior features,
such as cupules, increase
the value and resale of
your building.
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Borkholder Building is a sound investment you can

trust in.

Because we work for you with integrity, quality, and
efficiency, the end result of your building experience
is unlike one from any other source. Your choice in
a Borkholder Building is a strong statement that you
have made the best building decision.
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“We were very happy with our choice after
considering all our options again. We had 2
previous Borkholder buildings 24 and 26 years
ago and were very impressed with the quality
and performance of those buildings. What
impressed us even more was that with the recent
building we purchased, Borkholder has not
sacrificed the quality of materials.”

32' x 64' x 14'

- Sheldon Graber
Shipshewana, IN

Accessories
and OptionsMake It Your Own!

40' x 72' x 12'

Choose from a wide selection of color combinations, roof
styles, overhangs, sidings, facades, doors and windows that add
distinction and beauty.

Standing Seam

Cupolas

Wainscoat

Special Foundation
Options

Solar

High Efficiency
Insulation

Siding/Stone Options

Porches

Interior Wall Finishes

Skylights
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SCAN

the code below with
your smartphone
to learn more about
Borkholder Buildings

BORKHOLDER

BUILDINGS & SUPPLY, LLC

786 US 6 West, P.O. Box 32
Nappanee, Indiana 46550
574-773-3144
800-552-2778 in Indiana
800-552-2772

BRANCH LOCATION
407 E Mt. Vernon
Metamora, IL 61548
309-367-2373

Borkholder- Synonymous with Quality and Durability Since 1962

